
KDBH Neighbourhood Forum

11 March 2019
The ‘Referendum’ Edition!



Agenda

1. Referendum: Update & Q&A

2. Solihull Council Local Plan: Next Steps

3. Community Actions: Next Steps



Campaign drivers and ‘worry beads’

• Getting a majority is not enough
– we need as high a turnout as possible to give maximum weight should 

‘push come to shove’ in future development decisions

• Everyone registered to vote receives a polling card: however, many 
have not previously engaged with the Forum / Plan
– our biggest risk is people mistakenly voting ‘No’ because they think it is 

the NP that is proposing all the new development in Knowle (Dorridge)

• The NP does NOT include any specific new development
– it’s purpose is to provide the ‘rules’ that residents want applied to ANY 

future new development (including that proposed by SMBC)



Reaching the whole community

• It’s a big ask for a handful of volunteers with a total budget 
of c. £600 to reach nearly 15,000 voters!

• Some residents expressed concern that not enough people 
may be aware of the Neighbourhood Plan or what it means

• So, we want to share with you what we’ve been doing

• And ask for your help in the final push, please



Our two videos are central to our campaign

Huge thanks to all those of you 
who have shared with friends and 
family and re-posted to other 
Facebook and web pages

Both are on our website 
kdbh-np.org and on 
facebook.com/kdbhforum



We’ve created a range of other publicity

Thursday 14 March
At local Polling Stations

Vote YES to OUR Neighbourhood Plan

More info:  kdbh-np.org
OTEYES

Thursday 14 March
At local Polling Stations

I’m Voting YES to OUR Neighbourhood Plan

kdbh-np.org



Our success relies on so many supporting contributors

• Knowle Society:  website, emails, Facebook

• DDRA: article + 3,800 posters distributed in the Spring Newsletter

• Knowle Parish Church magazine: article

• Letter to schools

• Lions and Round Table

• Talks to local clubs and groups

• Library: copies of plan, posters, information

• Local businesses: posters displayed in window or in shop

• And, most of all, so many of you who have actively supported the 
campaign in many small ways. It really DOES make a difference.



And it’s working! Membership & Newsletter

140 new members since January;  3,540 visitors to our website since 4 Feb



And it’s working! Facebook



And it’s working! Number of NP e-book views



But we know that we’re not there yet..

• We’re not complacent: our worry beads remain!
– We need to make the most of these last few days 

• As it’s a Referendum, we’re not allowed to put posters on lampposts 
- so we’ve devised a mobile alternative!

• Last Saturday saw us out and about with ‘poles’ inviting people to 
‘Ask me about the Referendum’

• Our main concern this week is to do all we can to reach people with 
less Forum representation 
– schools
– commuters: Dorridge station
– Library:  available to answer any questions



Any Questions?

(don’t be shy)



Solihull Local Plan: Next Steps



Solihull Council Local Plan:  Next Steps

• Forum’s formal response close to completion
– remember SMBC are undertaking this stage of consultation informally
– challenge to do this at the same time as the Referendum
– our Forum Planning Lead has drafted a full and robust response

• Will upload to the kdbh-np.org website no later than 13/3 
– please look out for it and feel free to reference it in your own response

• Responses via SMBC website  http://www.solihull.gov.uk/lpr



Amber sites

• Does our community want to Crowdfund our own, independent 
Landscape Assessment of the two Amber sites?

• Using the specialist who prepared the Forum’s Landscape 
Assessments for the Arden Triangle and Hampton Road sites (reports 
available on our website)

• Benefit would be to provide us with objective ‘evidence’ to 
strengthen a formal response SHOULD SMBC DECIDE TO INCLUDE 
THESE SITES IN THEIR SUBMISSION PROPOSALS

• Suggested 2 phase approach to undertaking the work  



Crowdfunding possible approach: Stage 1

• Produce a summary feasibility (interim) advice note to the 

KDBH Neighbourhood Forum on the key landscape and 

visual characteristics of the two Sites and report the likely 

constraints to any potential development.  This would be 

inclusive of a Constraints Plan for each Site.

• Cost: £3,000

• We would need to confirm very quickly for the output to be 
ready by summer 2019



Crowdfunding possible approach: Stage 2

Should the Council decide to promote these Amber Sites further, 
the feasibility and baseline information would then be compiled 
and a detailed assessment report produced separately.  

These aspects can be quoted for separately, depending on the 
outcomes of the Stage 1 Feasibility Appraisal and the further 
deliberations of Solihull Council.



Forum Bank Details



Community Actions: Next Steps



Community Actions: Next Steps 
(Appendix 4 of the NP)

• Although outwith the remit of a Neighbourhood Plan, these 
were nevertheless aspects of concern to the community that 
we captured in the course of our NP consultations

• What do we, as a community, want to do with these?

• Though not the responsibility of the Forum, the Forum could 
potentially play some role in facilitating or co-ordinating
activities?



Community Actions: Next Steps
What will it take to make it happen?

• Realistically, actions will only ‘happen’ if led by someone who 
feels strongly about / has expertise in the subject matter

• Many of the actions are likely to be of particular relevance / 
interest to individual community groups

• Equally, individuals in the community may have a particular 
enthusiasm or interest to lead, or contribute to, particular 
aspects



Community Actions: Next Steps
A role for the Forum?

• With work on the NP complete, do you want this to be one 
aspect of future Forum involvement?

• Is there a role for the Forum to eg. use its web capability to 
enable interest / subject matter Forums / Blogs for all who 
are interested to share their ideas / views

• Some aspects are of particular relevance to the Forum eg. to 
help thinking on development of site master plans:
– walking, cycling, measuring air pollution (MSA)



Future role of Forum

• It is essential the the Forum continues to exist as a legal 
entity as it is the statutory body that holds SMBC to account 
for implementation of the NP

• However, with the NP complete, there is no further grant 
assistance available to keep the Forum running and to cover 
essential operational costs, eg running the website; 
company costs such as HMRC, insurance; paper and printing

• Everyone involved in running the Forum is a volunteer - they 
receive no payment



Future Forum role and governance

• Do we need to be thinking about a future membership fee?

• Do we need to be thinking about our governance structure 
going forward, eg. become a charity?

• Our Members have a key say in this

• We will be putting our thoughts together over the coming few 
weeks - please let us know what you think via 
kdbhforum@gmail.com.  

mailto:kdbhforum@gmail.com


And finally, fingers crossed!!!


